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Intermediate elementary gradesBeyond Behavior ManagementPrevent-TeachReinforce for Young Children

When Sophie Gets Angry--Really, Really Angry
The Teaching Pyramid Infant-Toddler Observation Scale (TPITOS(TM)) is an
assessment instrument designed to measure the fidelity of implementation of
practices associated with the Pyramid Model in center-based infant and toddler
care settings. The TPITOS provides a classroom snapshot of the adult behaviors
and classroom environment variables associated with supporting and promoting
the social-emotional development of infants and toddlers. The tool is made up of
items, or categories, of teacher behavior. The three types of items are a)
Observational Items, b) Interview Items, and c) Red Flag Items.

Teaching Pyramid Infant-Toddler Observation Scale
(Tpitos(tm)) for Infant-Toddler Classrooms, Research Edition
A resource for working with children growing up without caring adults at home.

Practical Ideas for Addressing Challenging Behaviors
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Fully revised with new chapters that focus on promoting your child's social,
emotional, and language development as well as ability to persist and be
successful in school. All children misbehave sometimes! Some children are
temperamentally more difficult to parent because they are impulsive, hyperactive,
inattentive, or delayed in some aspect of their development. This invaluable
handbook use the Incredible Years® Parenting Pyramid® as the architectural or
construction plan for specific parenting tools that help prevent behavior problems
from occurring and promote children's social, emotional, and academic
competence, and healthy life styles. The book helps parents to build a strong
positive relationship foundation before using respectful discipline tools to reduce
target behavior problems. The book also focuses on tools for building family
relationships and support networks as well as problem solving methods and selfregulation skills to manage stress.

The Peaceful Classroom
This authoritative handbook reviews the breadth of current knowledge about
developmental disabilities: neuroscientific and genetic foundations; the impact on
health, learning, and behavior; and effective educational and clinical practices.
Leading authorities analyze what works in intervening with diverse children and
families, from infancy through the school years and the transition to adulthood.
Chapters present established and emerging approaches to promoting
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communication and language abilities, academic skills, positive social
relationships, and vocational and independent living skills. Current practices in
positive behavior support are discussed, as are strategies for supporting family
adaptation and resilience.

Class Meetings
My Many Colored Days
This book explores the importance of compassion and empathy within educational
contexts. While compassion and empathy are widely recognised as key to living a
happy and healthy life, there is little written about how these qualities can be
taught to children and young people, or how teachers can model these traits in
their own practice. This book shares several models of compassion and empathy
that can be implemented in schooling contexts, also examining how these qualities
are presented in children’s picture books, films and games. The editors and
contributors share personal insights and practical approaches to improve both
awareness and use of compassionate and empathetic approaches to others. This
book will be of interest and value to all those interested in promoting compassion
and empathy within education.
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You Get What You Get
It's the Grouchy Ladybug's 20th birthday. To celebrate, we are introducing a new,
larger format edition with brighter, more colorful pages created from Eric Carle's
original artwork using the latest reproduction technology. The Grouchy Ladybug is
bigger and brigher, as irascible but irresistable as ever and will surely delight new
generations of readers, as well as her devoted fans of all ages. Happy Birthday,
Grouchy Ladybug!

Transition Tips and Tricks for Teachers
Powerful Interactions
Why do children do the things they do? What can teachers do to manage it all?
While there is not a simple method for understanding and managing all behaviors
or all children, teachers can give young children the social and emotional tools
needed to grow and thrive on their own. Developed and tested in the classroom,
Beyond Behavior Management, is a strength-based approach to guiding and
managing young children's behavior by helping them build and use essential life
skills—attachment, collaboration, self-regulation, adaptability, contribution, and
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belonging—into the daily life of the early childhood classroom. As a result, children
will learn to exhibit more pro-social behaviors, work better as a community, and
become excited and active learners. This edition includes two new chapters and
content reflecting early learning standards, new research, cultural diversity, and
strategies to strengthen the home-school connection. Discussion and reflection
questions, exercises, journal assignments, child profile templates, a planning
worksheet, and sample scripts are also included. Jenna Bilmes is an early childhood
consultant and an instructional designer for WestEd Child and Family Services. She
is a frequent presenter to teachers, administrators, and counselors nationally and
internationally.

Handbook of Developmental Disabilities
This monograph discusses how to more effectively prevent, identify, and address
challenging behaviours by taking a positive behavioural approach.

The Incredible Years®
What class meetings are and how to get started

Tucker Turtle’S Magic Shell
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Come roll with the pumpkins and their friends as they get into some spirited fun!

Professionalizing Early Childhood Education As a Field of
Practice
The fourth edition contains guidelines on the development and evaluation of the
health and safety of children in early care and education settings. This guide
features 10 chapters of more than 650 standards and dozens of appendixes with
valuable supplemental information, forms, and tools. KEY FEATURES More than 100
updated standards and appendixes Updated appendixes, including Signs and
Symptoms Chart, Recommended Immunization Schedule, and Recommendations
for Preventive Pediatric Health Care Completely revised and updated topics on
environmental health, infectious diseases, and nutrition TOPICS INCLUDE Staffing
Program activities for healthy development Health promotion and protection
Nutrition and food service Facilities, supplies, equipment, and environmental
health Play areas and playgrounds, and transportation Infectious diseases Children
with special health care needs and disabilities Administration Licensing and
community action And more

Tucker the Turtle Takes Time to Tuck and Think
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On Monday When It Rained
A young boy describes, in text and photographs of his facial expressions, the
different emotions he feels each day, including proud, scared, lonely, and excited.
Reprint.

Bridging the Relationship Gap
Developed by highly respected creators of the evidence-based Pyramid Model for
Promoting Social Emotional Competence in Infants and Young Children, the
TPOT(TM) tool measures how well teachers are implementing the model in
classrooms enrolling children

A Field Guide to Ripple Effects Mapping
Everyone gets angry, so it’s never too early for children to learn to recognize
feelings of anger, express them, and build skills for coping with anger in helpful,
appropriate ways. Children learn that it is okay to feel angry—but not okay to hurt
anyone with actions or words. They discover concrete skills for working through
anger: self-calming, thinking, getting help from a trusted person, talking and
listening, apologizing, being patient, and viewing others positively. Reassuring and
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supportive, the book helps preschool and primary-age children see that when they
cool down and work through anger, they can feel peaceful again.

Compassion and Empathy in Educational Contexts
Who knows the best way to be mad? Bear stomps. Hare hops. Bobcat screams.
Mouse? He just can't get it right. But when he finds the way that works for him--still
and quiet--he discovers that his own way might be the best of all. Linda Urban's
story about self-expression is both sweet and sly, and Henry Cole's cast of animal
friends is simply irresistible.

The Grouchy Ladybug
In this groundbreaking book, nationally recognized leaders in education and
psychology examine the relationships between social-emotional education and
school success—specifically focusing on interventions that enhance student
learning. Offering scientific evidence and practical examples, this volume points
out the many benefits of social emotional learning programs, including: building
skills linked to cognitive development, encouraging student focus and motivation,
improving relationships between students and teachers, creating school-family
partnerships to help students achieve, and increasing student confidence and
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success.

Helping Kids Handle Anger
The most beautiful fish in the entire ocean discovers the real value of personal
beauty and friendship.

How to Promote Children's Social and Emotional Competence
An in-depth, easy-to-use tool, the two-part SEAM™ assessment reveals detailed
qualitative information on young children?s social-emotional competence?and
identifies their caregivers? strengths and areas of need.

Wisconsin Model Early Learning Standards 5th Edition
Melvin likes to throw a tantrum when he does not get what he wants, but he learns
that the classroom rule, "you get what you get and you don't throw a fit" applies at
home as well.

Infant/toddler Learning & Development Program Guidelines
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The idea for this story came to me as I was standing in line at a local gift store. I
overheard someone talking about the recent turtle watch, where people go down
to the beach where a sea turtle has laid her eggs in the sand, to watch the babies
hatch. The woman said she had heard that many of the little ones dont reach the
ocean because they are grabbed by seagulls as they run down to the sea. The
woman she was talking to remarked that it was lucky that turtles have shells;
otherwise, many predators would be able to have them for lunch. And that was it.
Enjoy. Murray Rivette

Building Academic Success on Social and Emotional Learning
This book is for teachers of children aged four-eight years. It shows how teachers
can collaborate with parents in addressing children's educational and emotional
needs. The author presents a variety of classroom management strategies, which
teachers can choose from to strengthen children's social and academic
competence. She believes that children's emotional literacy is as important as
academic literacy. The book shows how teachers can set up individualized
programmes which address the special social and emotional needs of children at
particular risk with social and academic problems, because of problems such as
learning difficulties, hyperactivity, impulsivity, attention deficit disorder, language
and reading delays and aggressive behaviour. The author shows how teachers can
integrate individualized interventions for such children in the mainstream
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classroom, while enhancing the social competence of all their students. Teachers
understand that just as a child's cognitive competence is important for their ability
to learn so too does a child's social competence and emotional security affect their
ability to learn. This book will support teachers in developing social competence
and emotional well- being in all children. Based on the empirically validated"
Dinosaur Social Skills and Problem-solving Curriculum," this book emphasizes the
management of hyperactive, inattentive and aggressive children. It includes
practical scripts, games, activities, pictures and circle time role-plays and plans for
use with children 4-8 years. Carolyn Webster-Stratton is an educational
psychologist who for twenty years has been developing and evaluating
interventions to help children with behaviour problems. She is the author of the
well-known parent book: The Incredible Years: A Trouble-Shooting Guide for
Parents fo Young Children (Ages 3-8 Years).

Mouse Was Mad
Resource books often provide tips and tricks for managing challenging behaviors,
but what happens when those tactics don't work? Most teachers give up. Push Past
It! brings a raw, real, and at times funny approach to handling challenging
behaviors and understanding why most behavior-management strategies don't
work. Author Angela Searcy shares real-world examples, proven solutions, and new
approaches to overcoming classroom disruptions using her PUSH PAST IT
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approach. Beyond behavioral-management strategies, Push Past It! will teach you
how to: See children's behavior as communication Understand what is (and is not)
developmentally appropriate behavior Identify when to seek support Communicate
and listen more effectively Help children overcome their own challenging behaviors
Take care of yourself too!

Zach Gets Frustrated
Attention grabbing, creative activities to turn potentially stressful transition into
fun learning experiences.

Five Little Pumpkins
The award-winning, evidence-based violence prevention and intervention program
for children. I Can Problem Solve (ICPS) is a universal school-based program
designed to enhance the interpersonal cognitive processes and problem-solving
skills of children in preschool through grade 6. Developed by Myrna B. Shure for
three age groups and supported by 25 years of meticulous research, ICPS is proven
to prevent and reduce early high-risk behaviors such as impulsivity and social
withdrawal and to promote prosocial behaviors such as concern for others and
positive peer relationships. ICPS for Intermediate Elementary Grades Structured
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Lessons: A total of 77 lessons, each with an easy-to-follow teacher script, guide
children's learning of essential ICPS vocabulary and concepts and problem-solving
skills (alternative solutions, consequences, solution-consequence pairs, means-end
thinking). Interaction in the Classroom: Teachers and students learn a whole new
way to communicate, using ICPS dialoging, a special technique of problem-solving
talk. The result is an improved classroom climate with less conflict and more
cooperation. Integration into the Curriculum: Children practice ICPS problemsolving concepts as they work on math, reading, science, social studies, and other
academic subjects. Lessons speak to children on their own level, using games,
stories, puppets, illustrations, and role-plays. A key program principle is that the
child, not the teacher, must solve the problem at hand. In other words, ICPS
teaches children how to think, not what to think.

Cool Down and Work Through Anger
Glad Monster, Sad Monster
Make your everyday interactions with children intentional and purposeful with
these steps: Be Present, Connect, and Extend Learning.
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Social Skills Activities for Special Children
Offers group activities using readily-available materials to help children learn to
find friends, cooperate with others, and respect each other's feelings and
differences.

Teaching Pyramid Observation Tool (TPOT) for Preschool
Classrooms Manual
Glad, sad, silly, mad - monsters have all kinds of different feelings! In this
innovative die-cut book, featuring a snazzy foil cover, you'll try on funny masks as
you walk through the wide range of moods all little monsters (and kids!)
experience. Here's a fun, interactive way to explore the many different ways we
feel! Caldecott Medal-winning author/artist Ed Emberley provides readers with an
imaginatively crafted book that helps children identify and understand their
emotions. Visit him at his Web site: www.edemberley.com.

What If Everybody Understood Child Development?
Helping Kids Handle Anger Book with Reproducibles
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Llama Llama Misses Mama
A board book version of Seuss's popular rhyming story describes each day in terms
of a particular color which in turn is associated with specific emotions.

Caring for Our Children: National Health and Safety
Performance Standards; Guidelines for Early Care and
Education Programs
"The early childhood model of individualized positive behavior support"--Cover.

The Rainbow Fish
"Oh is Sophie ever angry now!" Everybody gets angry sometimes. For children,
anger can be very upsetting. Parents, teachers, and children can talk about it.
People do lots of different things when they get angry. In this Caldecott-honor
book, kids will see what Sophie does when she gets angry. What do you do?

Teaching Pyramid Observation Tool (Tpot ) for Preschool
Classrooms, Research Edition
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Zach and his family go to the beach, but Zach is having a lousy day. First, he
dropped his toothbrush in the toilet. Then his best friend went to someone else’s
birthday party instead of joining him. But most frustrating of all, he can’t get his
kite to fly! Zach kicks sand, yells angry words, and asks his dad if they can just go
home now. Instead, his dad teaches him a simple, three-step approach to get a
handle on frustration and find a way to enjoy himself even when things aren’t
going his way: 1) name it (why are you frustrated?); 2) tame it (self-regulation
exercises such as deep breathing or visualization); 3) reframe it (change your
thoughts to change your feelings). The three-point strategy is presented as the
three corners of a triangle and is illustrated as the corners of Zach’s kite. Easy to
understand and easy to remember. Zach Rules Series Zach struggles with social
issues like getting along, handling frustrations, making mistakes, and other
everyday problems typical of young kids. Each book in the Zach Rules series
presents a single, simple storyline involving one such problem. As each story
develops, Zach and readers learn straightforward tools for coping with their
struggles and building stronger relationships now and in the future.

Push Past It!
Understand the connection between how kids grow and how they learn After 35
years as an education consultant, Rae Pica knows the importance of understanding
the natural course of child development. In this collection, she keeps kids front and
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center as she provides thought-provoking commentary and actionable insights on
topics such as the Common Core, the self-esteem movement, and standardized
testing. Sure to inspire discussion, this pocket-size powerhouse of educational
philosophy includes 29 short essays on topics critical to best practice in child
development and education Opinions of experts supported by research and
anecdotal evidence Real-life stories shared by teachers and parents References to
related articles and interviews with experts

I Can Problem Solve: Intermediate elementary grades
A flexible, ready-to-use program to help special students in gradesK-5 learn
appropriate ways to behave among others The revised and updated second edition
of this bestselling resourcebook provides ready-to-use lessons--complete with
reproducibleworksheets--to help children become aware of acceptable
socialbehavior and develop proficiency in acquiring basic social skills.The book is
organized around three core areas crucial to socialdevelopment in the primary
grades: Accepting Rules and Authority atSchool, Relating to Peers, and Developing
Positive Social Skills.Each lesson places a specific skill within the context of reallifesituations, giving teachers a means to guide students to thinkabout why the
social skill is important. The hands-on activity thataccompanies each lesson helps
students to work through, thinkabout, discuss, and practice the skill in or outside of
theclassroom.
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Beyond Behavior Management
Strange new teacher. Strange new toys. Lots of kids and lots of noise! What would
Llama like to do? Llama Llama feels so new . . . It's Llama Llama's first day of
preschool! And Llama Llama's mama makes sure he's ready. They meet the
teachers. See the other children. Look at all the books and games. But then it's
time for Mama to leave. And suddenly Llama Llama isn't so excited anymore. Will
Mama Llama come back? Of course she will. But before she does, the other
children show Llama Llama how much fun school can be! Activities for Llama Llama
Misses Mama by Anna Dewdney Watch a Video

Prevent-Teach-Reinforce for Young Children
A guide to starting the conversation to professionalize ECE as a field of practice.
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